
Assignment 2

CMSC 473/673 — Introduction to Natural Language Processing

Item Summary
Assigned Wednesday September 28th
Due Friday October 14th, 11:59 PM Baltimore time
Topic Probabilities and Count-based Estimation/Generation
Points 85

In this assignment you will gain additional experience with probabilities, implement more
counting techniques, and use them to explore a corpus.

You are to complete this assignment on your own: that is, the code and writeup you submit
must be entirely your own. However, you may discuss the assignment at a high level with other
students or on the discussion board. Note at the top of your assignment who you discussed this
with or what resources you used (beyond course staff, any course materials, or public Discord
discussions).

The following table gives the overall point breakdown for this assignment.

Question 1 2 3 4
Points 20 25 20 20

How you structure your code is up to you. Your code does not have to be pristine. However, we
should be be able to follow what you write. Ensure your code is appropriately commented and
described in your writeup. Try to make the coding easy on yourself.

What To Turn In Turn in a writeup in PDF format that answers the questions; turn in all re-
quested code necessary to replicate your results. Be sure to include specific instructions on how to
build (compile) your code. Answers to the following questions should be long-form. Provide any
necessary analyses and discussion of your results.

How To Submit Submit the assignment on the submission site:

https://www.csee.umbc.edu/courses/undergraduate/473/f22/submit

Be sure to select “Assignment 2.”
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Full Questions
1. (20 points) Let Xi be the random variable representing the ith role of a six-sided die and let
xi be the rolled (observed) value of the ith roll. Assume that we roll the die N times and that
each Xi is an i.i.d. sample.

(A) Because each Xi is i.i.d., we can work with a single distribution p(X = k). Define ck
as the number of times that we observed a k among our N rolls:

ck =
N∑
i=1

(1 if Xi = k otherwise 0). (1)

We define p(X = k) = ck
Z

, where Z is a constant that ensures p sums to one:∑
k

p(X = k) =
∑
k

ck
Z

= 1. (2)

Compute (write a mathematical expression for) Z.

(B) Describe, in a few sentences, the significance of this problem to NLP (e.g., what is
the NLP analogy here?). In constructing your answer, think about what Xi represents,
what ck represents, and the implication for computing p(X = k).

(C) The softmax(u) function takes in a K-dimensional real-valued vector u and returns a
K-dimensional vector with specific properties. If q = softmax(u), then for each k,
0 ≤ qk ≤ 1 and

∑K
k=1 qk = 1. Each component of q is defined as

qk =
exp(uk)∑K
j=1 exp(uj)

. (3)

You can think q as representing the weights corresponding to a K-sided die. If u =
(0.4,−0.1, 0.05), compute q = softmax(u).

(D) Let c = (c1, c2, ..., c6) be as defined in part (A). How does softmax(log c) differ (if it
does) from the distribution you computed in (A)?

2. (25 points) Read and write a half page summary1 and review of Church and Hanks (1989);
see the below citation for a URL. Your summary should

• discuss the basic methodology and findings of this paper.

• reformulate Church and Hanks’ asymmetric score I(x, y) in terms of conditional prob-
ability (there are two ways to do this) and analyze this reformulation.

• identify findings you found interesting, surprising, or confusing.

• try to answer the question, “What is the overall takeaway (for you) from this paper?”

The full Bibtex citation is
1Single spaced, regular font, and one column is fine.



@InProceedings{church-hanks:1989:ACL,
author = {Church, Kenneth Ward and Hanks, Patrick},
title = {Word Association Norms, Mutual Information,

and Lexicography},
booktitle = {Proceedings of the 27th Annual Meeting of the

Association for Computational Linguistics},
month = {June},
year = {1989},
address = {Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada},
publisher = {Association for Computational Linguistics},
pages = {76--83},
url = {http://www.aclweb.org/anthology/P89-1010},
doi = {10.3115/981623.981633}

}

3. (20 points) Each of the following scenarios describes the result of some (made up) clas-
sifier: there is a list of the correct labels, and the corresponding predictions. For each of
the following situations, compute accuracy, recall, precision, and F1 score. You may verify
your answers with code, but you must show work, or some intermediate steps, to receive full
credit on this problem.

(a) A binary classification result, where the correct labels are
[T, T, F, T, F, T, F, T] and the predicted labels are
[T, F, T, T, F, F, F, T]. Assume T means “true” (the desired class) and F
(“false”) is the “default” class. Compute accuracy, and compute recall, precision, and
F1 for T.

(b) A binary classification result, where the correct labels are
[T, F, F, F, F, F, F, T] and the predicted labels are
[F, T, F, F, F, F, F, F]. Assume T means “true” (the desired class) and F
(“false”) is the “default” class. Compute accuracy, and compute recall, precision, and
F1 for T.

(c) A multiclass classification result, where the correct labels are
[T, F, U, F, F, F, U, T] and the predicted labels are
[F, T, U, F, F, F, F, T]. Assume T means “true,” U means “maybe,” and
F (“false”) is the “default” class. Compute accuracy. Then, compute, at both the micro
and macro levels, average recall, precision, and F1. Explain why you should not include
the F class in the precision, recall, and F1 computations.

(d) A multiclass classification result, where the correct labels are
[C, C, A, C, C, C, C, C, B, A, C, C, C] and the predicted labels are
[C, C, C, C, C, C, C, C, B, A, A, C, C]. In this example, there is no
“good” default option, so we can consider A, B, and C to be all possible classes/labels
of interest. Compute accuracy. Then, compute, at both the micro and macro levels,
average recall, precision, and F1. Explain why you should include all classes in the
precision, recall, and F1 computations.



4. (20 points) One very important aspect of NLP is the ability to identify good and reasonable
baseline systems. These baseline systems help you contextualize any progress (or harm) your
proposed approach makes. Coming up with these baselines is not always easy. However, a
very common one is called the “most frequent class” baseline (also sometimes called the
R0 classifier). This most frequent class baseline simply identifies the most common label y′

from the training set, and then when presented with any evaluation instance, simply returns
y′.

For this question, I strongly recommend using the existing implementations of accuracy, re-
call and precision in the Python library sklearn, e.g., sklearn.metrics.precision score
and sklearn.metrics.recall score.

(A) Consider a small training set with 5 instances, where the labels of each of those 5
instances are α, α, β, γ, α. What label would the most frequent baseline return?

(B) Working from the EWT UD corpus, implement a most frequent class baseline for pre-
dicting the UPOS fields. I’ve provided a very rudimentary scaffolding: https://

colab.research.google.com/drive/1rO2TCTeQiFE1U8lOIfokfcD3LRTubEB3?

usp=sharing. If you decide to use this scaffolding (you do not have to!), you would
implement a subclass of BasePredictor. On both dev and test, evaluate this base-
line with 5 measures: accuracy, macro precision, macro recall, micro precision, and
micro recall.
Turn in your code, these 10 scores, and a brief paragraph addressing your observations
and analysis of how reasonable the predictions made by this model are.

(C) Now, make a slightly fancier baseline: record the most frequent class per word type
and return that. As before, on both dev and test, evaluate this baseline with 5 measures:
accuracy, macro precision, macro recall, micro precision, and micro recall.
This fancier baseline will need to account for words not seen in training. Choose how
to handle this. (There is not a single correct way to handle this!)
Turn in your code, these 10 scores, and a brief paragraph addressing your observa-
tions and analysis of how reasonable the predictions made by this model are. Also,
describe how you handle novel word types in your writeup, and briefly justify why it’s
a reasonable approach.

https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1rO2TCTeQiFE1U8lOIfokfcD3LRTubEB3?usp=sharing
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1rO2TCTeQiFE1U8lOIfokfcD3LRTubEB3?usp=sharing
https://colab.research.google.com/drive/1rO2TCTeQiFE1U8lOIfokfcD3LRTubEB3?usp=sharing

